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Abstract—Context-awareness is a key concept in pervasive 
computing. It deals with the acquisition, representation and 
management context information. Therefore, we need a 
framework to observe execution context and detects all types 
of event that can trigger adaptations in runtime. This paper 
describes our framework DONCIR (Dynamically Observe and 
Notifies Context In Runtime) to facilitate the task of design 
and development of context-aware applications. DONCIR 
provides a dynamic generic model to represent and observe 
the execution context of an application in runtime and 
reporting system events that occur there. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

      Pervasive systems have become increasingly popular these 
days. A growing diversity of computing devices integrated in 
our environment requires the integration of context-awareness 
in such applications. The behavior of such application depends 
on the context at runtime. They use context information to 
provide pertinent information and services for their users. 
Context-aware applications need to discover the execution of 
context in runtime and notifies when a certain event occur. 
They must dynamically adapt their behavior to respond to 
changing circumstances in runtime. The application 
dynamically adapts systems behavior at runtime appears in 
many areas such as web service [5] [7], collaborative system 
[16], interactive system [9], etc. 
 
    Designing and developing systems that can automatically 
adapt to the dynamic change of context in runtime is a difficult 
task and involves a lot of challenge. First, the acquisition of 
context is not an easy process. Second, context information 
that can be acquired from multiple sources can be dynamic 
and can change in runtime. This situation must be remedied by 
the creation of an appropriate infrastructure that facilitates a 
variety of common tasks related to context-awareness such as 
managing and modeling the context information. In this 
context, several models of context have been defined [1] [4] 
[13] [14] [15] and different framework have been proposed [2] 
[3] [5] [9] [11] [16]. Generally, the goal of these works is to 
define a model to describe the context of a given application 
domain. Only few efforts have provided a high level of 

abstraction for context information [4] [16]. But no solution 
has been defined to observe execution context and detect event 
that can trigger adaptations. Although, there are some efforts 
that provide support for the observation context and detection 
of event, they do not support all kinds of events that can 
trigger adaptations. For this reason, we have developed our 
framework DONCIR that is centered on the main objectives 
1). Help developers to model a context and to design context-
aware system 2). Support the specification of generic context 
independent of domain 3). Observe the context in runtime 4). 
Discover and be notified of all kinds of events that occur in 
their execution context. 

     This paper is organized as follows:  In Section 2, we 
represent the architecture of our framework DONCIR. Section 
3 presents our innovation of context metamodel. In Section 4, 
we present our proposal for modeling tasks. Section 5 
describes the operating principle of DONCIR. Section 6 
presents some related works. In Section 7, we give concluding 
remarks and perspectives. 

 
II.  THE ARCHITECTURE OF DONCIR 

 
      The DONCIR framework provides a simple Java API that 
allows observing, controlling the context and notifying the 
system context switches that occur during execution of the 
system. Fig.1 represents the architecture of our framework. 

    
     Our framework DONCIR is based on Context Manager 
that communicates with all the other components of 
framework: Context Provider, Controllers, Context Repository 
and Context Executor.  

    The Context Provider is a software component which 
acquired context information from context sources such as 
user profile, sensors, messenger status, Google calendar, etc. It 
provides the values of context elements to controllers.  

  The Controllers assure the follow up of elements that can 
change during system execution. In our framework, we use 
four types of Controller (Property Controller, Condition 
Controller, Dependence Controller, and Structure Controller). 
We describe these components in Section 5.  



 
Fig.1.  The Architecture of DONCIR Framework  

 
      When a change of context occurs, on the one hand, the 
Context Manager detects it and notifies the context Executor 
in order to take the necessary steps by triggering rules 
equivalent to the current context and to adapt the application 
and make it conform to context (in this paper we will not take 
an interest in the behavior of Context executor). On the other 
hand, whenever the context changes, the Context Manager 
stores information about the old context in Context Repository 
to keep a history of the user context in a XML file. 

    To use DONCIR, the user must first define xml files 
descriptive of context model and task model. We have used 
models to present the structure and semantics of concepts 
handled by a system, because they improve the reusability, 
interoperability, adaptability and management of context 
information by separating tasks and contexts [15]. Then we 
need a model to express the context information and tasks 
independently of the application domain. For this, we design a 
generic context metamodel and a generic task metamodel that 
we will detail in the following sections. 
 

III. THE CONTEXT METAMODEL 

        A context metamodel defines the semantic of the key concepts 
that can be used to build models of context. These concepts 
are identified based on a number of proposals described in 
literature and our experience in the development of context-
aware applications. Several solutions have been developed in 
the literature to model the context, but most are limited to 
specific areas [15] [16], they define the elements that are used 
only in their applications. There is a lack of research and 
consensus in the specification of a generic context metamodel.  
A challenge in the context modeling is to identify the concepts 
that must be considered and the way they are connected. Fig. 2 
shows our proposed context Metamodel for framework 
DONCIR. It is produced and validated with the Ecore editor 
[8]. Our metamodel is generic and compliant with MOF [10]. 

Beyond that, it is rich and allows representing all relevant 
aspects of the context. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The context metamodel 

 

     The ContextPrimitive class is an abstract class that 
represents the super class of ContextEntity and 
ContextProperty class. Each ContextPrimitive is described by 
a name, a boolean variable primitiveChanged that takes the 
value true if the primitive is changed. The statut property 
describes the state of the primitive. It can be active or inactive. 
 
      A Context Entity is any physical or conceptual object from 
which context information is captured such as: person, device, 
location, etc. 
  
     The ContextProperty class describes the properties of a 
Context Entity. Each ContextProperty is described by a value. 
It can be composed of other ContextProperty. The reflexive 
association properties represents composed ContextProperty 



(example: Geolocation property is composed for three 
properties: longitude, altitude, and latitude).  
 
     The HistoricProperty class represents ContextProperty 
values assumed during its lifetime. The Timestamp attribute 
indicates the time during which the value is stored in Context 
Repository.  
 
     The ContextProvider represents the provider of Context 
Property. It ensures the capture of the context of user or 
environment of the application. Captured data should be 
interpreted and transformed into a format usable directly by 
the framework. This format is represented by the 
ContextAdapter class. Each context information is described 
by a value and a timeStamp. The unit used to represent the 
timeStamp of context information is described by the 
TimeUnit attribute. It can be hour, minute, second or day.   
           
     The ContextAssociation class is an abstract class. It is used 
to describe the relationship between two entities in addition to 
those that bind ContextEntity to its properties. Both types of 
relationships are represented by refersToPrimitif association. 
Each association is described by a name and a multiplicity.      
The associations are classified into two groups: 
StaticAssociation (represents relationships that remain fixed 
over the life of ContextEntity such as date of birth) and 
DynamicAssociation (represents all associations that are not 
static). The updateType attribute indicates the periodicity of 
the validity of the context information. Occasionaly represents 
the context information that can change irregularly (example: 
the age of a person). Context information that changes 
regularly is a category Often. Such category demands frequent 
communication between the Context Provider and the 
ContextPrimitive to keep updated. Always represents the 
context information that changes constantly such as current 
time. DynamicAssociation are classified into four groups: 1) 
SensedAsssoiation represents information obtained through 
sensors. 2) DerivedAssociation describes the values derived 
from other asocations.3) ProfiledAssociation represents the 
information extracted from the user profile. 4) UserDefined 
directly represents the values provided by a user through a 
dialog interface.  
 
    Thus, a DynamicAssociation may be dependent on other 
associations. This is indicated in the diagram by the reflexive 
relationship dependAssociations. In addition, a dynamic 
association can be defined by temporalConstraints. A 
TemporalConstraint is described by a value and a unit 
TimeUnit used to represent this value. There are two groups of 
TemporalContraint. The TemporalRelativeInterval is used to 
define a time interval based on the current time (example: 
location of person is captured each 20 seconds). The 
TemporalFixedInterval is used to explicitly define the interval 
of time. The startTime attribute describes the beginning of the 
time interval and the endTime describes the end of interval. 

 

IV. THE TASK METAMODEL 

     A task metamodel expresses the user's objectives, the 
conditions to be evaluated and actions to be triggered when 
certain events occur. In our work, we propose a metamodel of 
task gathering all the common tasks at different contextual 
situations and conditions that trigger these tasks. This 
metamodel is based on the paradigm Event-Condition-Action 
inspired from active databases. When the event occurs, the 
condition is evaluated, if true, the action is triggered. The 
triggering event can be a change of context of usage or an 
event of a system controlled by Condition Controller. Fig. 3 
shows the data model used in the framework DONCIR to 
represent the tasks of users.  
 

 
Fig. 3. The task metamodel 

 
    A ContextAwareApplication is composed of several Focus. 
It is determined by the task taskName, the executor of the task 
agentName and a boolean variabe isActivated to test whether 
the focus is active. When a person focuses on a task, only a 
portion of knowledge is enabled, the portion relevant to the 
requested task. This is indicated in our metamodel by the 
primitives relationship. Each focus when in active state 
triggers one or more conditions conditions. We classify 
conditions into two categories. The BinaryCondition 
represents the atomic conditions and the 
CompositionCondition represents composed conditions. 
 
 



    Condition class is the super class of different types of 
conditions. Each Condition is defined by a name and a value. 
When conditions relevant to active focus are satisfied, a set of 
rules will be triggered by the Context Executor (in this article, 
we will not be interested in the rules of adaptations of the 
system when changing the context. Thus, we will not model 
the characteristics of the Rule class).  
 
     A BinaryCondition is defined by two operands operandA 
operandB, and one of the following operators (and, or,>, <, =, 
<>) (examples: sugar levels > 110, activity=”driving”). An 
operand represented by the abstract class Operand can be 
either a numeric variable NumericOperand( example: 110), or 
a String StringOperand (example: “driving”) or an element of 
context ContextPrimitive (example: sugar levels).  
 
     A compositeCondition is composed of several operators 
represented by the relation compositeOperator and one or 
more binary conditions represented by the relation 
bianryCondition (example: activity=”driving” and sugar level 
>110 and heart rate > threshold). 
In this section we present the inputs of DONCIR. In next 
section, we will describe how DONCIR use theses inputs to 
observe and detect event that can trigger adaptations in 
runtime. 
 

V. THE FUNCTIONING PROCESS OF DONCIR 

   To describe the functioning process of DONCIR, it is 
necessary first to define the different types of events that can 
be triggered in the context-aware applications. Then, we 
describe the functioning of Context Manager and Controllers. 

A. The Events Types 
    Since the context is dynamic, every product change is 
represented by an event named ContextEvent. Each event is 
identified by oldValue, newValue and source (a java object 
that indicates the origin of the event). Depending on the case, 
it may be a ContextPrimitive or an application component. 
The listening 1 is the signature of the ContextEvent class 
described in framework DONCIR. 
 

 
Listening 1. The Context Event Class 

 

     Thus, the dynamically changing execution context can 
change the values of the properties and structure of context 
model (example: the appearance or disappearance of a 
ContextProperty or ContextEntity). Indeed, DONCIR should 

reflect these changes. It provides a Java interface 
ContextChangedListener which must be implemented by 
clients that want to be notified of the evolutions of the context 
in runtime. All changes of context model, which reflect 
changes in the execution context of the application, result in 
the generation of primitive events. Fig. 4 describes the data 
model of the ContextChangedListener interface. 
 

 
 

Fig.  4.  The Data Model of Context Changed Listener Interface 

 
     Changing a ContextProperty value is triggered by the 
method of PropertyValueChanged of ContextValueListener 
interface. The ContextStructureListener interface describes the 
methods used to manipulate events that alter the structure of 
the model. The PropertyAdded method is invoked when a 
property appears in the context model. The PropertyRemoved 
method is called if a property is removed from the context 
model. When a new contextEntity is appears in the context 
model, the EntityAdded method is invoked and if it disappears 
the EntityRemoved method is called. The ConditionListener 
interface receives the context events triggered by the 
conditionHappened method when a condition has occurred. 

 

B. The Context Manager 
The ContextManger is a process (thread). Its purpose is to 

know the dynamic elements of context when the focus 
activated by the user and track their changes by taking into 
account the characteristics of each element and the 
associations between them. To do this, it saves Listeners on all 
dynamic elements of focus. For each type of element, it 
launches a specific Controller. Algorithm 1 explains the 
ContextManager process. 

C. The Controllers 
     Some elements of context are changing rapidly. This type 
of context element must be continuously monitored so that 
Context Manager can detect changes and trigger adaptations.  
For this, we propose the use of Controller to monitor each 
element of possible context change in runtime of applications. 
Each Controller, in charge of a type of context element, must 
be able to assess the context to convey the value to Context 
Manager. We distinguish four types of Controllers. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) The Property Controller 
    This is a process that allows Controller to change the value 
of a ContextProperty. When activated by the Context 
Manager, Context Provider provides each time the new 
ContextProperty value to Property Controller regardless 
whether it has changed or not. It is up to Property  Controller 
to detect changes and prevent Context Manager from 
triggering  a new event of PropertyValueChanged kind. 
Algorithm 2 shows the process  of Property Controller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b) The Condition Controller 

     It is a process that controls a specific condition. It is 
activated by the Context Manager. At this time, it calculates 
the value of the condition and compares it with the old value. 
If the value of the condition is changed, a new ContextEvent 
of ConditionOccured type will be created.  
 

c) The Structure Controller 
     It is a process whose role is controlling addition or deletion 
of a ContextPrimitive (ContextProperty and ContextEntity) by 
observing each time the status of context primitive. If it 
detects a change in status, it notifies the Context Manager to 
trigger a specified Context Event type (entityAdded, 
entityRemoved, propertyAdded, propertyRemoved). Algorithm 
3 shows the process of Structure Controller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Algorithm 1 Context Manager Process 
     
 Input: F focus active by user; context model.xml, task model.xml 
// extract all ContextCondition respecting focus F 
    ListCondition= getConditions(F) 
    For each Condition c € ListCondition do 
           c.addConditionListener() 
           start.ConditionController(c) 
    End for 
    // extract all context entities respecting focus F 
    ListEntities= getContextentities(f) 
  For each CE € ListEntities do 
      //extract all associations dynamic connected to CE 
      ListDynamicAssociations= getDynamicAssociation(CE) 
         For each DA €  ListDynamicAssociations do 
          //extract  primitive CP connected to entity CE by dynamic association DA 
              CP=getRefersToPrimitif(DA) 
             If  CP is ContextProperty then  
                 CP.addStructurelistener() 
                  Start. PropertyController() 
                 // tests whether dynamic association DA has temporal constraint 
                 if TC= DA.getTemporalConstraint() <> null then  
                        CP.addContextValueListener() 
                      // send the time value of  
                      period=DA.getTimeValue() 
                      If TC is TemporalRelativeInterval then 
                           Start.PropertyController()(CP, period) 
                       Else   // case when TC type is TemporalFixedInterval 
                             If  TC.getSatrtime() == Current Time then   
                             start.PropertyController(CP, period) 
                             end if 
                             if TC.getEndTime() == CurrentTime then  
                              stop.PropertyController(CP, period) 
                              end if 
                       end if 
                 else // case when dynamic association DA has not temporal constraint 
                       // get update type of dynamic association DA 
                       if DA.getUpdateTYpe() is Occasionally then  
                              start.PropertyController(CP, periodLong) 
                       end if 
                       if DA.getUpdateType () is Always then  
                             start.Propertyontroller(CP, periodCourt) 
                       end if 
                 end if 
                 // tests if dynamic association has dependency association 
                  if  ListDependencies= DA .getDependencyAssociation() <> null then  
                       For each DepA  ListDependencies do 
                             DepA.addContexValueListener() 
                              Start.dependencyController() 
                         End for 
                   end if 
             else // case when Context entity CE connetcted to Context Entity  
                  Cp.addContextStructureListener() 
                   Start. StructureController(CP) 
             End if 
         End for 
  End for 
 

 

Algorithm 2 Property Controller Process 
 
Input: ContextProperty CP 
// find provider of context property CP 
 provider=CP.getSource() 
//research provider adapter of context property 
adapter=provider.getContextAdapter() 
// retrieve new value of CP 
newValue=adapter.getValue() 
// retrieve oldvalue and update oldvalue with new value 
Oldvalue=Cp.getvalue() 
CP.setValue(newValue) 
if newValue <> oldValue then  
     event= ContextEvent (oldValue, newValue, CP) 
      //execute tasks trigger when the CP value changed 
        propertyValuChanged(event) 
        if newvalue==null then  
             CP.setStatut(inactive) 
        End if  
End if 
 

Algorithm 3 Structure Controller Process 
 
Input : ContextPrimitive cp 
//research new statut of cp 
newStatut=cp.findStatut 
//update oldStatut with newStatut 
oldStatut=cp.getStatut() 
if newStatut <> oldStatut then 
   event=ContextEvent(oldStatut, newStatut, cp) 
   if cp is ContextEntity and newStatut=inactive then 
      entityRemoved(event) 
   end if 
   if cp is ContextEntity and newStatut = actif then 
      entityAdded(event) 
    end if 
   if cp is ContextProperty and statut=inactive then 
       propertyRemoved (event) 
     end if  
   if cp is ContextProperty and statut = actif then 
       propertyAdded(event) 
   end if 
end if 
 



d) The Dependence Controller 
     Some dynamic associations are dependent on other 
associations. We say that an association, a1, depends on 
another association, a2, if a change in a2 has the potential to 
bring about change in a1. The Dependence Controller can 
observe in runtime the properties that depend on other 
associations. It monitors the values of properties related to 
properties controller via associations of dependence. If it 
detects a change, it updates the value of the ContextProperty 
controlled by Dependence Controller. 

 
VI.  RELATED WORKS 

     Research in the field of development of context-aware 
applications focus on the following: What the information 
considered as context, how to represent this information and 
how to manage the environment. In this context, several 
models have been proposed to define the elements of the 
context [1] [4] [13] [14] [15] [16]. Many of them [4] [13] [14] 
[15] are sent to the context awareness with Model driven 
engineering (MDE) approach [12]. However, these approaches 
focus on context modeling rather than adaptation mechanisms 
and proposed models are used only to establish the 
transformations in MDE [12] approach.  
 
     Thus, several approaches have provided support 
(architecture, framework, middleware) for the development of 
context-aware applications. Ayed et al. [1] provide only a set 
of steps to develop a system-aware to the context based on the 
MDE specification.  Henricksen et al. in [6] proposes a 
methodology of software engineering that specifies the key 
activities for the development of context-aware system. 
However, they have not offered solutions to integrate 
structural and behavioral aspects in the context modeling. 
 
     In the same context, a java framework called JCAF is 
proposed by Bardram et al. [2]. It is based on a context-aware 
infrastructure and programming API for creating context-
aware applications. The data model used to represent the 
context in JCAF is based on the events, context element and 
the relationship between them. However, several concepts 
were not presented in this data model. Representation 
proposed by this framework can represent only simple context 
information. Thus, they did not consider the change of context 
due to a change in the system or in the property in runtime. 
 
    Gu et al. [5] propose a middleware which supports the 
development of context-aware applications. It allows the 
recording of rules containing context-based events and 
conditions, and notify the system when the context changes. 
This middleware is easy to manage but it is oriented service 
and supports neither the appearance nor disappearance of the 
elements of the context nor the change of attribute values in 
runtime. They are interested only in changing conditions. 
 

 Motti et al. propose in [9] a framework to support the 
adaptation of user interface of an interactive system. They 

propose a metamodel to describe the fundamental concepts 
required by the adaptation. However, this model is not rich. 
It consists only of the following concepts: user, platform, 
quality, property and element. 
 

     Dasilvia et al. [11] propose a service-oriented middleware 
for context-aware application. They supported the mechanisms 
of notification based on events. But they have considered 
neither the context information nor structural evolution of the 
context information. 
 
      So even if they are few works in literature which propose 
architectures to develop context-aware applications by 
considering the context modeling. They did not offer rich and 
complete models [2], [9], [11] or they are focused on specific 
areas [5] [9]. Thus, they did not support all types of events that 
can trigger during system execution such as the appearance 
disappearance or change in context elements [2] [5] [11]. 
While our framework DONCIR takes this into account by 
allowing the model to evolve over time, not only in terms of 
property values but also in terms of structures’ levels. It 
supports also deleting and adding elements of context in 
runtime. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTUR WORK 

     Design and development of context-aware applications is a 
difficult task. It requires the identification of the context 
information that has an impact on the implementation and 
specification of different behavior of the application to this 
context information. In this article we have introduced 
DONCIR, a software framework that allows to dynamically 
observe the change of the context and notify the system in 
runtime. It is based on a generic and dynamic context notation. 
 
     Our framework has several advantages. First, DONCIR is 
based on a generic and rich context metamodel that enables to 
guide the context modeling in different areas of application 
and to represent all aspects relevant to context. Secondly, it 
supports reusability and interoperability of context 
information by providing context and task metamodels 
compliant with MOF and validated with Eclipse Modeling 
Framework. Finally, the framework DONCIR provides a 
JAVA interface allows observing the dynamic changes of 
context in terms of attributes values and the structure of the 
model. It supports changing the appearance and disappearance 
of contextual information in runtime. 
 
      As a continuation of this work, we aim to develop a 
complete context-aware platform that uses DONCIR. We will 
complete modeling the adaptation rules and the history of 
context. In addition we will deal with mechanisms of 
adaptation to change application structure and behavior. 
Finally, we will test and evaluted our framework by various 
examples. 
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